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Low Energy Cooling for Sustainable BuildingsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This long-awaited reference guide provides a complete overview of low energy cooling systems for buildings, covering a wide range of existing and emerging sustainable energy technologies in one comprehensive volume. An excellent data source on cooling performance, such as building loads or solar thermal chiller efficiencies, it is essential reading...
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A Practical Guide to The Wiring Regulations: 17th Edition IEE Wiring Regulations (BS 7671:2008)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This best-selling text has been revised to reflect the requirements of the 17th Edition of the IEEWiring Regulations (BS 7671: 2008).


	It includes essential information on the new rules applied to special installations or locations, such as bathrooms, swimming pool locations, camping/caravan sites, marinas,...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Air Conditioning, Heat Pumps and Distribution SystemsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Cookbook for Python Programmers: Unleash the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 with over 100 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A recipe-based guide to programming your Raspberry Pi 3 using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of Raspberry Pi 3 using Python programming
	
			Create 3D games, build neural network modules, and interface with your own circuits
	
			Packed with clear,...
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Electric Refractory MaterialsCRC Press, 2000


	This book provides a state-of-the-art overview of electric refractory materials as exotic materials

	(i.e., metallic and semiconducting refractory materials) from fundamental properties to application

	in a wide variety of electronics. The metallic ceramics or metalloids are the transition metal

	carbides, nitrides, and diborides of...
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Development and Modelling of a Thermophotovoltaic SystemKassel University, 2008


	The thermophotovoltaic (TPV) generation of electricity is based on the direct conversion

	of a thermal radiation coming from an emitter at high temperature into electric power

	by using photovoltaic (PV) cells. As shown in Figure 1.1 a heat source (generally a

	combustion process) is used to heat up an emitter material that converts...
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Handbook of Food Safety EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book presents a comprehensive and substantial overview of the emerging field of food safety engineering, bringing together in one volume the four essential components of food safety:

	
		the fundamentals of microbial growth
	
		food safety detection techniques
	
		microbial inactivation...
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Automotive Battery Technology (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2014

	The use of electrochemical energy storage systems in automotive applications also involves new requirements for modeling these systems, especially in terms of model depth and model quality. Currently, mainly simple application-oriented models are used to describe the physical behavior of batteries. This book provides a step beyond of...
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Introduction to Materials for Advanced Energy SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy...
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Atomic Layer Deposition: Principles, Characteristics, and Nanotechnology ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Since the first edition was published in 2008, Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) has emerged as a powerful, and sometimes preferred, deposition technology. The new edition of this groundbreaking monograph is the first text to review the subject of ALD comprehensively from a practical perspective. It covers ALD's application to...
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Handbook of RF and Microwave Power Amplifiers (The Cambridge RF and Microwave Engineering Series)Cambridge University Press, 2011


	In 1989, I was responsible for organizing a workshop at the European Microwave

	Conference on High-Power Solid State Amplifiers. This workshop proved popular and so

	Artech House asked me to persuade the speakers to turn their material into a formsuitable

	for publication, the result was the book entitled “High-Power GaAs FET...
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Failure Analysis: A Practical Guide for Manufacturers of Electronic Components and SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Failure analysis is the preferred method to investigate product or process reliability and to ensure optimum performance of electrical components and systems. The physics-of-failure approach is the only internationally accepted solution for continuously improving the reliability of materials, devices and processes. The models have been...
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